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Then Lea said, “Trevor, come with me, 

you're calling the next race.” 

They proceeded to the announcer's booth, 

where Trevor Denman called the first race of a 

career that hit the 50-year mark last Saturday 

at Del Mar. Denman has made calls from 

booths at many tracks since August 14, 1971. 

But, of course, he vividly remembers the first. 

“It was the best thing that could have ever hap-

pened to me,” Denman said Thursday from his 

rooftop office at Del Mar. “Mr. Lea was a very 

intelligent man and he had a lot of sagacity and 

courage to take a chance on somebody as 

young as me.” 

Given advance notice of his hiring, Denman 

contends, would have only provided time for 

nerves and pressure to build up and  

insecurities to formulate in his mind that would 

have affected his performance.  

As it was, he made the call as smoothly and 

faultlessly as most of the tens of thousands of 

others since. (to Page 2) 

The date: August 14, 1971. The place: Clairwood Racetrack in Durban, 

South Africa. Track manager Gerald Lea was on hand as an 18-year-

old, who had been pestering him for an announcing job, called the first 

six races from a relatively remote spot, nowhere near the public  

address microphone.  

War Of Athena is a the inaugural Talkquus HOTY…. 

Denman-50 Years in a job he loves  
Pic-Benoit Photo 
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And for the record: the winner was New Gold, 

ridden by John McReady and trained by Des 

Rich; the runner-up Charm School, ridden by 

Bert Hayden and trained by Syd Laird. In  

Durban, and South Africa in general at the time, 

newspapers were the most widely and readily 

available media and horse racing was big news. 

So the story of a new, young announcer's 

breakthrough wasn't on Page 1 of the sports 

section, it was on the front page of the paper. 

“I woke up, not thinking I was famous, but  

thinking I was now 'known' and it felt great,” 

Denman recalled. “For me to get the job was 

like getting the Monday Night Football job a few 

years ago when it was big, or something like 

that. 

“People would point me out and say, 'I saw 

your picture in the paper.” 

That was the starting point for a career about to 

hit the half-century mark. What follows are 

some notable moments, in and out of the booth, 

by decades. 

The Rest of the 1970s 

“Two things made announcing in South Africa 

huge,” Denman recalled. “The tracks were 

huge, a mile and a half around, and there was 

no television until 1976. So people relied on the 

announcer to (communicate) what they couldn't 

see and it was very important. 

“When television came around, we started 

mentioning things like the colours the jockeys 

were wearing. It was a switch from calling for 

people who couldn't see what's going on, 90 

percent of them anyway, to calling for people 

who could see television. Equipment changed 

as well as technology got much better.” 

The 1980s 

The summer of 1981 marked a full decade for 

Denman at the job he had gravitated to when 

exercise riding and aspirations of being a  

jockey faded. And he was getting restless. 

“The three racetracks in South Africa were very 

good, but when I got to be 28 – and 40 seemed 

old — I couldn't see myself working the same 

three tracks for the next 10 years,” Denman 

said. In need of a challenge, and foreseeing the 

social unrest and political upheaval that lie 

ahead before the inevitable end of apartheid, 

his thoughts turned elsewhere. 

There were, he said, only six English-speaking 

countries to consider and in four there was “no 

chance,” without some strong personal  

connection with someone in a high position – 

which he lacked – for genuine opportunity. It 

broke down to Canada or the U.S. for Denman 

and, with luck and skill, the U.S. became home. 

At his own expense, he flew to Golden Gate 

Fields in San Francisco to call a race at an  

international jockey's day. In Los Angeles, with 

time to spend before a flight back to South  

Africa, he went to Santa Anita and, with a  

recommendation from track publicist Bill  

Kolberg, got an audition with track executive 

Alan Balch. 

That led to his hiring at Santa Anita in the fall of 

1983 and Del Mar in 1984 where his “analysis 

on the run” style of calling – instead of just  

going through the names front-to-back – caught 

on with Southern California fans and eventually 

went nationwide. Staccato out; storytelling in. 

(to Page 4) 

Denman 50 years—from Page 1 

Clairwood racecourse back in the day 
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Which led to his call for Pimlico's in-house  

network of the 1989 Preakness, the  

consensus “Race of the Decade.” 

Pimlico owner Frank De Francis called and 

asked Denman to be the guest announcer for 

three weeks, the end of which was the  

Preakness with Sunday Silence and Easy Goer 

going head-to-head for the length of the stretch 

and Sunday Silence prevailing by a nose. 

“Two great horses, two great trainers in Shug 

McGaughey and Charlie Whittingham and it 

was so close,” Denman said. “That was exciting 

for sure.” 

The 1990s. Talk about busy. 

Early in the decade, Hollywood Park owner R. 

D. Hubbard became the latest in a line of  

racetrack executives to conclude that Denman 

at the microphone was a business asset. 

“He came and asked if I would come to work for 

him at Hollywood Park,” Denman recalled. “I 

was under contract with Santa Anita, but he 

went to management there and got it cleared 

with them.” 

What ensued was a period from 1992-95 in 

which Denman was the voice of the Southern 

California circuit, essentially year-round. By his 

estimate, approximately 250 days a year. 

“I don't know how I did it,” Denman said. 

“Except I was a lot younger then.” 

Racing aficionados cite Denman's calls of 

Cigar's victory in the 1995 Hollywood Gold Cup 

and Free House in the 1999 Santa Anita  

Handicap as examples of how he could  

anticipate an outcome before it happened (in 

the former case) or maintain the suspense until 

the last fraction of a second (in the latter). 

Near the end of 1996, he and his wife Robin 

bought a farm in Minnesota (she was originally 

from there) that would eventually become a 

place to retreat to once he started to cut back 

on his virtual non-stop schedule. 

2000-2010. One word: Zenyatta. 

Denman called six of the great mare's first 14 

victories leading up to the 2009 Breeders' Cup 

Classic and he, like the rest of the racing world, 

was eager to see the John Sherriffs-trained  

superstar take on males. 

“That just set up so beautifully,” Denman  

recalled. “The California mare against such a 

talented field. Some were saying she'd only 

beaten up on California (females) and now 

she's facing the best in the world.” 

Appearing hopelessly beaten even partway into 

the stretch, as she often did in her races,  

Zenyatta came with a powerful rush and  

Denman's pitch-perfect words gave everyone 

watching a rush of a different kind. 

“Zenyatta is flying on the grandstand side! 

This.Is.Un-be-lievable! What a performance! 

We will never see another like this!” 

The “This.Is.Un-be-lievable!” phrase was said in 

perfect rhythm with Zenyatta's final, winning 

strides to the wire. 

“Her cadence was just right for that,” Denman 

said. “I never think about things like that  

beforehand, it just came to me and the cadence 

was perfect. It was as if she were listening  

to me as she was striding through it. 

Amazing, absolutely amazing.” (to Page 6) 

Denman 50 years—from Page 2 
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2010-2021 

The 2009 Breeders' Cup was the fourth of  

seven consecutive years in which Denman was 

the announcer for the ESPN/ABC broadcasts, 

sharing the duties with Larry Collmus in 2012 

before the event was switched to NBC. 

The 2010 Classic, in which Zenyatta put a 19-

race win streak on the line but had her late run 

come up inches short against Blame at  

Churchill Downs, is memorable to Denman for 

what might have been. 

“It was one of those races where at the end, 

you think, 'Let's do it again,' he said. “Man, I 

thought she was going to do it. It would have 

meant so much for the sport for her to retire  

undefeated.” 

In December of 2015, Denman announced his 

retirement from Santa Anita after 33 years of 

calling at “The Great Place.” (He parted with a 

Denmanesque statement: “It's time to stop 

counting dollars and start counting stars.”)  

He soon started a Del Mar-only schedule of  

announcing the summer and fall meets and  

repairing to his Minnesota farm in the months 

between. 

That schedule was interrupted last year when 

he opted to remain in Minnesota during the 

COVID pandemic, to be replaced by Collmus at 

Del Mar. He returned for the current season – 

his 37th at the place where the turf meets the 

surf — and plans to be back again in the fall 

and beyond. 

“I can tell you in my life, right now, I've never, 

ever, ever been happier,” the 68-year-old  

Denman said. “In calling races, I think it's the 

absolute quintessential calendar year. If you've 

got to work, Del Mar is the place to do it. The 

scenery and the atmosphere here; that's it. 

“Three months in the summer, one month in 

the fall, retired nine months.” 

And 50 years into a job he loves. 

paulickreport.com—Hank Wesch 

Denman 50 years—from Page 4 

https://racingassociation.co.za/
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“Our first One World foal arrived yesterday at lunchtime, a colt out of the stakes  
performed Trippi mare, Trip Poker”. 
 
Tweeted Drakenstein Stud this morning, accompanied by the charming picture above, 
where the new arrival is being given some support by   employee Quinton Afrika on a chilly 
Cape day.  

First One for Drakenstein 
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Avontuur Estate, home of Fine Wines and Fast Horses, nestles against the  
Helderberg between Stellenbosch and Somerset West.   
 
And while in the Turf Talk context we associate Avontuur with Var and the many top horses bred 
there, it is also home to an excellent restaurant.  
 
Virtually everyone in Cape Racing circles has eaten there on more than one occasion, and now 
they need our help (and YOUR vote). As the following message makes clear!   
 

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 
 
Friends! If you didn't know, we are one of 5 finalists in the KFM Best of Cape  
competition.  This is a HUGE deal to us and we need your help.  
 
The lockdowns and alcohol bans have wreaked great damage and we could do with a win. 
Please cast your vote for us. Here is the link You just need to click on it. We are in the 'Best 
Date Night Category—CLICK HERE TO VOTE FOR AVONTUUR  
 
The winning restaurant is 100% decided upon by you, our friends, family, guests, and all 
the amazing people who have visited us over the years.  You have five days to cast your 
vote (from the 17.08.2021-23.08.2021) 
 

Avontuur eatery in line for award 

Lot 200 

http://kfm.co.za/bestofthecape/categories/best-date-night-restaurant
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          The home of   Horizon (SAF), by Dynasty 

The CTS Ready To Run Sale will be held at 
Kenilworth Racecourse on Sunday 31  
October. 
 
It will be preceded by the R2R Gallops on  
Friday, 29 October, with the R900 000 De 
Grendel Ready To Run Stakes to be run over 
1400m, in between. On Saturday 30th 
 
The highly-desirable race is restricted to eligible 
graduates of the 2020 CTS Ready To Run 
Sales and entries will open at 11h00 on  
Monday, 18 October. 
 
Supplementary entries are due by 11h00 on 
Friday, 22 October, with declarations due by 
11h00 on Monday, 25 October. 
 
The Final Field will be determined based on 
Merit Ratings. For those of the same rating 
number of wins prevails, failing that a random 
draw will take place. 
 
Horses with less than 3 runs that are still  
maidens do not qualify for an official merit  
rating, so therefore cannot be ranked on the 
log. 
 
The first log is headed by Allan Greeff's  
PE-based What A Winter stakes winner  

Whatever Next (below and bottom), bought for 
R100,000 at the 2020 CTS Ready To Run Sale. 
 

 
17-Aug Horse                 Sex      MR Wins 
 
1 WHATEVER NEXT  C 98 3 
2 HOMELY GIRL   F 94 2 
3 BUSH TRACKER  G 91 1 
4 AREA FIFTY ONE  F 90 1 
5 HAPPY AND GLORIOUS G 89 1 
5 JACK TARR     C 89 1 
7 ON THE ROAD AGAIN C 88 1 
7 QUANTUM KING  C 88 1 
7 STAR MASTER   G 88 1 
10 SLINGS AND ARROWS G 85 0 
11 FIFTY FIVER   C 84 1 
11 INCREDIBILL   C 84 1 
11 MOUNIA    F 84 1 
11 OFFICIAL SECRET  F 84 1 
15 DANCETILDAYLIGHT  F 83 1 
15 PERSISTANCE   G 83 1 
17 QUEEN OF SHADOWS F 82 1 
17 TSAR PETER   G 82 1 
19 FULL HOUSE   G 81 0 
19 LOUIS’ DIAMOND  F 81 1 
19 WINTER SCOUT  F 81 1 
22 ABALUS    F 80 0 
22 FEARLESS TRIP  F 80 1 
22 TRIP TO IRELAND  F 80 1 
25 PAM’S PRINCESS  F 79 1 

PE tops CTR RTR log-Whatever Next! 
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One of South Africa’s top stud farms, Maine 
Chance Farms, will be strongly represented 
at the upcoming August Two Year Old Sale. 
 
Maine Chance, who ended the 2020-2021  
season sixth on South Africa’s Leading  
Breeders premiership, will be offering lots sired 
by all of Dynasty, Futura, Oratorio, Quasillo, 
Querari and The United States at August’s  
auction. 
 
The farm’s grooms will also be represented on 
the August Two Year Old Sale, bringing forward 
a two-year-old by Maine Chance Farms’  
outstanding young sire Vercingetorix. 

Now deceased, outstanding sire Dynasty is  
represented here by One Step At A Time (Lot 
106). This blue blooded colt sports a stallion’s 
pedigree, being a three-parts brother to all of 
Equus Champion Lady In Black, Peninsula 
Handicap hero Nexus and G2 Betting World 
1900 victor Solid Speed (all of whom were sired 
by Dynasty). 
 
Futura, one of three Dynasty sons named 
Horse Of The Year, is another popular sire  
represented. The Drakenstein Stud based  
stallion is the sire of Ekoria (Lot 309), a filly out 
of top Zimbabwe galloper Equina, who is from 
the same female line as Futura himself. 
 
Leading sire Querari and the latter’s promising 
half-brother Quasillo dominate Maine Chance’s 
August Sale draft, with the pair responsible for 
four lots in total. Querari, whose progeny  
include the likes of Rio Querari and Querari  
Falcon, has three two-year-olds on offer. Galla 
Vanting (Lot 14) is a classically bred filly whose 
granddam won the South Australian Oaks, 

Camika (Lot 280) is a full-sister to the very 
speedy Champery, while Destinationunknown 
(Lot 289) is a three-parts brother to the Querari 
sired stakes winner Dagmar. 
 
Querari’s half-brother Quasillo is himself  
responsible for Searchlight (Lot 189), a colt out 
of Listed Sweet Chestnut Stakes runner up  
Sylvanite, while Galileo’s G1 winning son The 
United States is represented here by Kashkaval 
(Lot 43)-a colt whose dam is a winning half-
sister to the stakes placed dam of champion 
Marinaresco and current star Marina. 
 
Jet Orbit (Lot 37) is a colt by consistently  
successful Oratorio, and his dam Jetano is a 
stakes placed full-sister to Derby winner  
Silvano’s Jet. 

Maine Chance Farms’ grooms will be offering 
the blue blooded Vercingetorix colt Woodland 
Ridge (Lot 232), with this colt a full-brother to 
the very talented Wisteria Walk, and his dam 
closely related to such graded stakes winners 
Hundred Acre Wood and Syon. 

Maine Chance will be in thick of things 

Lot 106 

Lot 14 

Lot 232 
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There is only a week left for breeders and 
owners to enter their two-year-olds for the 
2021 renewal of the traditionally powerful 
CTS Ready To Run and Unbroken  
Two-Year-Old Sale scheduled for Sunday, 31 
October, 2021.  
 
There is every chance that this year’s sale will 
produce more Graded and Stakes winners, and 
Grant Knowles, Managing Director of CTS, 
commented: “We have received several strong 
entries since we extended the deadline to 20 
August, and we are expecting more this week. 
The final lots for sale could be near the 140-
mark.” 
 
The long, illustrious list of CTS R2R graduates 
includes the likes of Grade 1 winners Rio 
Querari (right—winning G1 Computaform 
Sprint), Captain America, Red Ray, Rabada, 
Brave Mary, Hero’s Honour, Takingthepeace, 
Always In Charge, Brutal Force, Liege, and the 
magnificent export Surcharge (Yulong Prince), 
who has gone to stud in Australia. 
 
Big names among the extended list of graded 
stakes winners include Cirillo, Vistula, Fort  
Ember, High Seas Beauty, Crowd Pleaser,  
Africa Rising, The Thinker, Majestic Mambo, 

Search Party, Ten Gun Salute and Champagne 
Haze. 
 
The sale will be held at Kenilworth Racecourse, 
and will be preceded by the R2R gallops on  
Friday, 29 October, followed by the R2R Stakes 
Race on Saturday, 30 October. CTS and Cape 
Racing have joined forces to stage the 2021 De 
Grendel Ready To Run Stakes, for prize money 
of R900,000.  
 
The entry form can be found online, HERE.  
 
For more information, please contact:  
Grant Knowles 082 882 9774 

One week left for CTS RTR entries 

https://capethoroughbredsales.com/sales/2021-rtr
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THIS is the moment hero jockey Hayley 
Turner saves a rival from potentially serious 
injury by dragging her off a horse in a scary 
stalls incident. 
 
Hannah Fraser was stranded in no man's land 
when her mount Critique got fractious before 
the first race at Lingfield. 
 
 \The horse's hind legs could be seen kicking 
furiously as he ducked down to try to squeeze 
underneath the gates. 
 
Experienced Turner, 38, was in the stall next to 
apprentice rider Fraser. She sensed danger 
and instinctively reached over to help out her 
fellow jockey. 
 
Turner grabbed Fraser and lifted her out of 
harm's way as a stalls handler also rushed over 
to help. 
 

Critique escaped under the gates and ran free 
before being stopped, hopefully without injury. 
 
Fraser was unhurt in the scare - and there was 
more good news for Turner as she won the 
1m4f contest on 11-4 favourite Sundayinmay. 
 
Sky Sports Racing presenter Luke Harvey said 
it was a 'horrible experience' for Fraser on what 
was just her 11th ride. 
 
He said: "She looked as if she was going to go 
under the stalls, poor Hannah, and Hayley 
Turner, who's in the stall next to her, actually 
grabbed hold of her to help her." 
 
Quizzed on the incident afterwards, Turner 
said:  
 
"She was quite lucky actually, the horse kept 
pulling his head down. She had hold of the 
horse and she nearly went with him. (to Pg 20) 

Hero Hayley saves hapless appy 

Lot 151 
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"I said to her, 'drop your reins otherwise you're 
going to go'. 
 
"She's not had many experiences like that and I 
think she was concentrating so much to keep 
the horse's head up that she forgot, actually, 
he's going and she's going to go with him." 
 
Punters watching at home were impressed with 
Turner's actions. 
 
One said: "Very quick thinking and lightning  
reactions from Hayley Turner very possibly 
helps save a fellow jockey from serious injury!" 
 
Another commented: "Hayley Turner saved  
fellow rider Hannah Fraser from potential  
serious injury when Fraser's mount Critique  
almost dragged the jockey under the starting 
stalls before the 1.00 at Lingfield. 
 
"Turner went on to win the race! Positive karma 
right there." 
 
An example of how serious stalls incidents can 
be came came at Newbury last month. 
 
Saffie Osborne needed urgent medical  
attention after being dragged under the gates 
by a horse. 
 
thesun.co.uk 
 
 

IF YOU MISS A NEWSLETTER, CLICK 
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www.turftalk.co.za  
  

Hero Hayley saves appy-from Page 18 

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

https://www.turftalk.co.za/get-turf-talks-daily-newsletter/
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